Project and User Management System
for Media and Entertainment
Streamline your operations and focus on production, not administration.
Complete project management
Let’s face it - for studio heads, managing projects and users is time-consuming, tedious, and error-prone. Editors and artists
want to use all the features in creative applications from Avid, Adobe, Apple and others, and focus on production, not
administration. One of the greatest challenges of using shared storage is that a user has no visibility on what other team
members may be doing. Just one error can cause catastrophic data loss.

Less time managing, more time producing
Take control of your operations with Tiger Spaces and organize work by client, project, season, or episode, and into editing,
graphics, effects, color, audio, mastering, or encoding groups using any number of workspaces, each one available as
a separate local desktop drive. Allow elastic project sizing or set workspace quotas and automate recurring work with
workspace templates which enable users to re-use folder structure, data or permissions from previous projects.Never worry
where your media files are - workspaces can be moved transparently between different shared storage volumes.

Advanced Editor Support
Tiger Spaces carves out separate workspaces in your
shared storage and users see each one as a local
attached drive, which prevents inefficient scanning
of workspaces and ensures best performance. You
still manage one shared storage space - no added
complexities. Optional Avid bin-locking improves
collaboration by allowing users to work on the
same project simultaneously. Your team can use all
application-based collaboration tools with Adobe
Productions, and Final Cut Pro.
Monitor and
manage
workspaces
and storage
consumption.

Run all your creative applications at full speed

Predictable, dynamic workflows
Preview media in Spaces Web GUI

Simplified User Access Management
Tiger Spaces offers a simple alternative to Active
Directory user management, or it can work with it
to facilitate the process of assigning users or user
groups with the right permissions for each workspace.
Workspaces can be assigned to any number of users,
according to their role or status. Workspaces can be
remotely accessed for basic review and approval, and
monitoring over a Web GUI.

Optional Tiger Spaces MAM
This module designed by IMC Technologies further enhances the efficiency of Media & Entertainment workflows by
complementing Tiger Spaces with a robust engine for cataloging, searching, making clip selection and building a rough cutlist that can be imported directly into Avid Media Composer, Adobe Premiere or Apple Final Cut Pro.

Product Highlights

Simplifies complex
workflows, project
and user management

Supports shared Tiger SAN
storage and any NAS (SMB
& NFS protocols)

Brings flexibility
to facility resource
management

Workspace-level
& user group-level
permissions

Elastic workspaces

Auto-mounting
workspaces

Native OS drive
mount

Easy sharing with
Adobe Productions and
Apple Final Cut Pro

Avid bin-locking
(optional license)

Dashboard analytics
available to admin
users

Space quota
management

Workspace backup &
workflow sync with
optional Tiger Bridge
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Secure, simplified, and intuitive М&Е project management

How it works

Assign each user
with different access
rights for each workspace

Group workflows with different
permissions & workspaces which
can be dynamically re-sized or
based on quotas

“TIGER SPACES AUTOMATES MEDIA MANAGEMENT,
AND MAKES IT SIMPLE, PREDICTABLE, AND FAILSAFE.”
-Matthew Bush, Triangle Post
Watch Demo
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Predictable, dynamic workflows

Key Features & Benefits
Centralized
User/Team and
Project Management
• Public/Private Workspaces
- collaborate with others
or work privately
• Role-based functionality administrators and users
• Sharing permissions - control
project and media access
• Concurrent user access,
multi-user write

Simple, Flexible
Storage for
Media

The Fine
Touches Your
Studio Needs

• Workspaces mount as local
drives with Tiger Store SAN/
LAN or any NAS accessed
over SMB/NFS

• Avid bin locking - Avid-style
protected workspaces

• Adds unlimited elastic
virtual workspaces to
physical storage volumes

• Supports Adobe Productions,
Apple Final Cut Pro, Avid
ProTools, etc. workflows

• Enables the separation of
project media and data

• Volume-level locking (single
user write, multi-user read)

• Flexible media and storage
management – quota-limited
or dynamic workspaces
without formatting, resizing,
or pre-allocation

• Single log-in for all assigned
project workspaces

• High-availability (additional
configuration required)

• Template Creation – create
new projects from scratch
or using templates

• Storage volumes hidden
from users

• Prevents accidental deletion
on a workspace level

• Proxy Generation – web
access for basic Review and
Approval

• Search and preview media in
Web GUI
• Support for Active Directory
Users and Groups
• Workspace backup and
archive (with optional Tiger
Bridge)
• Sync workflows across
multiple offices (with
optional Tiger Bridge)

• Activity log, monitoring

Tiger Spaces Specifications
Minimum System Requirements
• PC with 2.5-GHz 64-bit (x64) processor
• 8GB of physical RAM at least
• 500MB of available hard-disk space for installation
• 64-bit Microsoft Windows® 7 SP 1/Server 2008 R2 SP1/Windows® 8/
Server 2012/Server 2012 R2/Windows® 10/Server 2016/Server 2019

Tiger Spaces Clients
• MacOS
• Windows
• Linux (contact sales for details)

Important: To be able to benefit from the workspace quota feature, the
computer must run a server OS - Microsoft Server 2012 and above

Customers in over 120 countries use Tiger Technology solutions to make their data management and project workflows easier. The company develops
software-only Windows cloud extension technology, high-speed NAS/SAN file system sharing, virtual volume set and virtual project workspace management,
and HSM tiering and synchronization solutions. Tiger enables organizations of any size and scale to manage their digital assets on-premises, in public cloud,
or with a hybrid model. Tiger Technology has been identified by Endeavour as one of the foremost cloud technology providers on the market today.
54 G.M.Dimitrov blvd.
1125 Sofia, BULGARIA
Tel: +359 2960 67 06

11877 Douglas Rd, Suite 102-326
Alpharetta, GA 30005, USA
Tel: +1 678 269 6020, +1 888 707 1230
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Performance, Flexibility, Scalabilty

Tiger Store delivers the performance that teams of editors, artists, and colorists using Avid, Adobe, Autodesk, Blackmagic
and other software on Windows, Mac, and Linux need to ingest, edit, transcode and deliver content. Tiger Store enables large
teams collaborating with high-resolution media including compressed codecs, 2K, 4K, BK, and HDR streams and DPX file
sequences to maximize playback performance. Productivity and uptime are maintained with high-availability and failover
configurations. Storage connectivity is never lost with SAN to LAN failover.
Use Tiger Store for applications requiring low-latency SAN or large scale-out NAS workflows or deploy shared file access
across both SAN and NAS. Connect clients directly to shared storage via fibre channel, iSCSI, or SAS. Mount Tiger Store
volumes locally over Ethernet with the LAN optimized Tiger Client or use traditional SMB/NFS file access. Tiger clients can
simultaneously mount multiple Tiger Store managed file system clusters allowing independently managed file systems.
Easily adapt to changing business conditions with multi-dimensional, non-destructive, on-the-fly capacity expansion. Add or
remove users as needed with unlimited client licensing. Manage data with auto-tiering to tape, disk and cloud storage.

Accelerate your applications and workflows

Tiger Store benefits

Gain broad support for content creation applications and tools and enable
advanced editor collaboration with Avid bin locking, Adobe Premiere Project
support and FCPX library sharing. Leverage the latest storage devices or
minimize TCO by extending existing storage life with software-only or choose
from a variety of simple to deploy integrated appliances. Support IOPs-intensive
and high-res workloads with flash and HDD storage volumes. Maximize file
access and uptime with high-availability metadata controllers and client SAN to
LAN auto-failover. Effortlessly adapt to changing workloads with non-disruptive
capacity scaling to hundreds of petabytes and limitless client licenses for
both SAN and LAN. Simple and intuitive web UI provides single pane of glass
to view system health, client connection status, capacity utilization, perform
maintenance, system wide activity log.

• Software-defined data and
storage management

Optional project workspace virtualization management with centralized access
rights control, auto-tiering, data protection, and archive data management
with support for disk, NAS, tape, and cloud (object) storage targets, and
geographically distributed team collaboration with namespace synchronization.

• SAN, NAS, or Hybrid
• Cross-protocol byte-range shared
file locking across SAN, SMB and
NFS, and Tiger LAN client
• Storage agnostic
• Microsoft Active Directory
authentication
• Unlimited client licensing
• Software-only or appliance
• 24x7x365 production-focused
Professional Technical Support

User Application Layer
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Available as software-only or
an integrated appliance
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Windows, MAC, Linux Applications

Tiger Store

File Namespace and Data Management Layer

Tiger Store is part of the Tiger Workflow
System for Media. Add Tiger Spaces, Tiger
Pool, and Tiger Bridge to get everything
you need for end-to-end content creation,
including:

Storage Layer
�

Volume

• Avid bin-locking
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• Storage Clustering and Pooling
• Data Management and Minimized TCO with
extensible cloud, disk, network and tape
storage tiering

Volume
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• User and project management
• Backup and archive

Tiger Store Specifications
Minimum System Requirements

Metadata Controller
PC with 1.8-GHz 64-bit (x64) processor
64-bit Microsoft Windows® 7/Server 2008
R2, Windows® 8/Server 2012/Server 2012 R2,
Windows® 10/Server 2016/Server 2019
4 GB of physical RAM at least
200 MB of available hard-disk space for
installation
Network LAN connection (minimum 1 Gb)
Compatible storage and metadata network
interface required

Tiger Store Client

Max Client License - Unlimited LAN or SAN

Apple Mac:

• Intel-based Mac with 1.33-GHz CPU.
• Mac OS X Mountain Lion/Mountain Lion Server
(64-bit), Mac OS X Mavericks/Mavericks Server,
Mac OS X Yosemite (64-bit), Mac OS X El
Capitan (64-bit), Mac OS Sierra (64-bit), Mac OS
High Sierra (64-bit), Mac OS Mojave (64-bit),
Mac OS Catalina (64-bit). Note: No support for
Mac OS X versions below 10.8
• 2 GB of physical RAM at least
• 25 MB of available hard-disk space for Tiger
Client software installation
• Compatible storage and metadata network
interface required

Windows:

Security and Data Protection

• PC with 1.33-GHz processor
• 32-bit or 64-bit Microsoft Windows® 7/Server
2008 R2, Windows® 8/Server 2012/ Server
2012 R2, Windows® 10/Server 2016/Server
2019
• 2 GB of physical RAM at least
• 25 MB of available hard-disk space for Tiger
Client software installation
• Compatible storage and metadata network
interface required
Linux (check Tiger Store User Guide and Release
Notes for current kernel level support):
• PC with 1.33-GHz Intel processor
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.x
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.x (check Tiger Store
User Guide and Release Notes for current kernel
level support)
• SUSE Linux 11 (check Tiger Store User
Guide and Release Notes for current kernel
level support)

Microsoft Active Directory Domain Authentication
and file security

Tiger Store Software

RAID Levels

Software Only - Any (RAID controllers and
protection levels may affect performance, check
with your storage vendor or Tiger Solutions
Architect for RAID recommendations)
Appliance - RAID 5 or 6 (default)
Connectivity Supported Options

Ethernet LAN -1 Gb, 10 Gb, 25 Gb, 40 Gb, 100 Gb
Fiber Channel -8 Gb, 16 Gb, 32 Gb
iSCSI - 10 Gb, 25 Gb, 40 Gb
SAS - 6 Gb, 12 Gb
Client Protocol -Store SAN, Store LAN, SMB,
NFS
Capacity

Single Volume (not virtualized) - 8 PB (less 2 MB)
Single Volume (virtualized via optional Pool) - 78
EB (theoretical)
Reliability and Accessibility

Monitoring and Stats

Traffic monitoring tool for data and metadata
- volume performance and IOPs, network
performance and IOPs, metadata operations with
customizable time scale
Client connection status
Capacity utilization
System wide activity log
LAN Client Gateway

Windows Server OS

Metadata Controller High-Availability (option)
Multipath 1/0 fault-tolerance (MDC, SAN Clients Windows, MAC, Linux)
Windows Network Teaming
Linux and MAC Network Bonding
Tiger Store SAN to LAN failover
LAN Client auto-load balancing and gateway
session failover
Background auto-defragmentation engine
Background file sequence optimization

Customers in over 120 countries use Tiger Technology solutions to make their data management and project workflows easier. The company develops software-only Windows
cloud extension technology, high-speed NAS/SAN file system sharing, virtual volume set, virtual project workspace management, and HSM tiering and synchronization solutions.
Tiger enables organizations of any size and scale to manage their digital assets on-premises, in public cloud, or with a hybrid model. Tiger Technology has been identified by
Endeavour as one of the foremost cloud technology providers in the market today.

Tiger
Technology
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Intelligent Storage and Data Management
with Tiger Bridge
Bring the cloud to you, and choose your workflow,
your data, your terms.
Always more data! How to preserve your existing workflows and escape
legacy lock? How to design storage systems that balance scale and cost,
increase efficiency, and deliver new cloud-based value? How to meet security
needs, avoid vendor lock-in and proprietary systems, and recover from
disaster with no downtime? 
Bring cloud storage and services to your premises and maintain legacy
applications and workflows. Reduce costs and maximize ROI of your premium
storage while keeping data accessible and available with Tiger Bridge, an
enterprise-class, kernel-based software-only file management solution.
Intelligently and dynamically assign data to hot, cool, and archive public cloud
tiers, as well as on-premises object, network, or tape storage. Blend all your
storage tiers into one unified namespace, and gain secure, transparent, and
seamless NTFS file server extension over HTTPS/SSL that adheres to Active
Directory ACLs.

Application
Windows
File System
Storage Disk

Tiger Bridge Applications
Extended NTFS Single
Namespace
Backup / archive to disk,
tape, or cloud
File sync and share
Create hybrid on-premises/
cloud workflows
Disaster recovery
Multi-site synchronization
TCO optimization

Tiger Bridge Highlights
Legacy workflow support
SSL/HTTPS
Low latency
Guaranteed performance
Pay as you grow
Instant deactivation

Enable users and business processes to continue uninterrupted with ondemand file retrieval. Save precious time and space with Partial Restore and
retrieve only the specific data you need.
Deploy backup and archive, multi-site synchronization, and provide zerodowntime recovery with an open, transparent system.
Always have the right data at the right place at the right cost.

Tiger Bridge supports any Microsoft, Amazon, Google
or IBM Cloud tier plus Backblaze, Wasabi and cloud S3
compatible storage, plus local object and file storage.

Get the most from your storage

Work Globally, Collaborate Remotely

Connect different sites, enjoy remote collaboration, and enable massive edge
deployments. Tiger Bridge allows any number of hosts to maintain perfect sync
between their file systems (file metadata or entire media sets).

Always have free space available

Know More, Do More

Enable Smart Creative Content
Workflows

Preserve your current operations

Open the door to entirely new workflows and monetization avenues with cloud
services: AI, analytics, distribution, MAM/PAM, and other virtual services.
Resulting metadata is added to the local files and is available for on-premises
workloads with legacy apps.

Manage petabytes of data
Maximise ROI from any existing
storage volumes - SAN, NAS,
object, tape, cloud

Recover Fast, Keep Business Going

Reduce capital costs

For Disaster Recovery, Tiger Bridge quickly rescans the target to rebuild its
file system using only metadata. Operations can resume immediately - Bridge
restores data on demand.

How it Works
Clients use local premium virtual disk
storage for high performance while
policies work in the background to
replicate and migrate infrequently
accessed data to lower cost storage
tiers and release valuable space.

3 Inactive files are migrated to

lower-cost tiers, automatically
or manually.

1 Tiger Bridge dynamically

2 Active files are kept locally and

4 Data is automatically retrieved

5 Tiny stub files are maintained

tracks locally stored data.

accessed at full speed and low
latency.

and visible to applications and
File Explorer.

on-demand by users or
applications. 

“Tiger Bridge maintains fast and transparent access to over 1.2 million files already migrated to the cloud, making them
accessible for users with the library management software they were already using locally.“
- Tibor Temesi, Silicon Computers, NAVA Technical Partner

Customers in over 120 countries use Tiger Technology solutions to make their data management and project workflow easier. The
company develops software only Windows cloud extension technology, high-speed NAS/SAN file system sharing, virtual volume set and
virtual project workspace management, and HSM tiering and synchronization solutions. Tiger enables organizations of any size and scale
to manage their digital assets on-premises, in public cloud, or with a hybrid model, and was identified by Endeavour as one of the foremost
cloud technology providers on the market today.
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